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!
This plugin features a circuit of 5 exercises that, when combined, will 

go a long way to helping injury-proof the complex shoulder joint in a 

number of ways.!

!
We’re going to be working the 3 most common areas that account for 

injuries to rugby players’ shoulders!

!
1. Rotator Cuff Strength - This is a small group of muscles that are 

used to help the shoulder rotate in a number of ways. Often these 

muscles are underdeveloped compared to the bigger muscles 

around the shoulder. This leads to injury because the under-fo-

cused rotator cuff has to do more work on to rotate a heavier 

shoulder and can often break under the load.!

!
!
2. Scapular Control / Upper Back Strength - At the beginning of their 

training, many athletes tend to work the front of their bodies much 

more than their back. This leads to a long-standing imbalance in 

the upper body where the stronger, tighter chest pulls the shoul-

ders forward, creating a “hunch” posture. This hunched posture is 

bad for the shoulder joint and will lead to injury.!

!



3. Inflexible Shoulder Joint - Rugby players are incredibly guilty of 

having tight shoulders. This results in an increased risk of injury 

because the positions that the arms twist the shoulder join in a 

game can be unnatural to a guy who has very tight shoulders. By 

gradually increasing the range of motion in the shoulder joint you 

will gradually get more flexible shoulders. Meaning that you’ll be 

more comfortable with your shoulder joint in difficult positions.!

!
The combination of these three factors work to create a bullet-

proof shoulder joint.!

!
It must be noted that luck plays a huge part when it comes down to 

injuries and that doing this Plugin is by no means going to completely 

prevent the participant from getting injured. However it will give them 

the best possible chance of avoiding injury whilst also giving them to 

play the game with confidence in their joints.!

!
!
!
!
!



!
Solidarity - The Plugin!

!
Perform this Plugin with your main lifting sessions. Never perform on 

consecutive days and never perform the day before heavy pressing.!

Before Main Lifting!

!
1.  Rotator Cuff Twists - 2 x10 Reps Each Arm!

!
After Main Lifts / End of Session!

Work through 2-3 circuits of the following exercises. Don’t force pro-

gression with weights at the beginning, simply focus on quality 

movement.!

A. Face Pull - 10 Reps!

B. Wall Shoulder Press – 8 Reps!

C.  F2B Straight Arm Taps  - 15 Reps!

D.Scapular Control Flyes - 10 Reps Each Arm!

All of these exercises can be seen in the lower body section of the 

Video Database.


